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Ubisoft
IT Developer

Saved the equivalent energy of 80 homes per year by configuring idling servers to
automatically shutdown.
Built a new feature to display server statuses through time using Golang, React,
and MongoDB.
Developed a full stack app to track parts returned to the manufacturer as part of
a department wide hackathon which lead my team to third place.
Implemented JWT authentication to secure Rest APIs using Hashicorp Vault.

Lockheed Martin
Software Engineer

Model the interfaces and operation of Information Systems such as the Lockheed
Martin Combat Management System (CMS).
Develop requirements and write reports that summarize the operation and
readiness of information systems.
Work on the Systems Architecture team of the Canadian Surface Combatant, the
next generation of Royal Canadian Navy frigates.

Morgan Stanley
IT Analyst

Saved 100 hours a year for operations by developing, architecting and building
out a new application that automatically updates customer tax information based
on their financial activity.
Independently designed and implemented a full-stack application; back-end built
in Java, Spring Boot, Liquibase, and DB2; front-end dashboard built out with
TypeScript using Angular.
Implemented a CI/CD pipeline using Jenkins that upon pull requests, tests the
application, and deploys to its environment in the cloud.
Presented my design, solution, and demo of application to a company-wide
audience culminating in high interest in vice-presidents.

Gtechna
Programmer Analyst

Designed and implemented a new feature on the company's Android platform
that enables live notifications through Rest attracting the attention from sales
given the market value of the component.
Implemented Single Sign-on through OAuth allowing users to log in using Azure
on the company's main application.
Worked in a diverse Agile team to build out new features; created and tested
Rest APIs leveraging Spring Boot to enable new native applications to interface
with the company's pre-existing infrastructure.

TECHNOLOGY
Programming languages

Frameworks and Libraries

Other Tools and Technologies

EDUCATION
B.Eng - Software
Engineering
École de technologie
supérieure
08/2019 - 08/2023

GPA
3.71 / 4.3

Technical University Munich (TUM)
10/2022 - 03/2023

ACHIEVEMENTS

Captain of the Champlain College
Volleyball Team

Scholarship for excellence from the
Ministry of Higher Education

Engineer+ : Member of a university club
for at least three years

05/2022 - 09/2022

05/2021 - 08-2021

01/2020 - 05/2020

02/2019 - 08/2019

Geukers
philippe-geukers

AS - Computer Science
Champlain College
2016 - 2019

Avg.
85 / 100

AlgoETS | Founded and was president of this university club that builds bots and
algorithms to optimize investments.
BullETS | Open-source python library  backtesting algorithmic trading strategies.
Trend Following Trading Algorithm | Trading algorithm that plots the previous
gains and volatility, and trades based on their returns.
Portfolio | Personal website to quickly showcase my skills created using HTML,
JavaScript and CSS.
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